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This unit was created
with this guy in mind.  He

has autism and an
intellectual disability.  He
is a non-reader, struggles
with attention AND he is
able to do this unit.   He is

my tester!!



Please note:  These activities are meant for people who
previously purchased the original unit on the Rocks and

Minerals that did not have any google slides.  These
activities are NOT supported by the other components

found in my complete unit.   There are a total of 32 slides
(including the differentiated versions.)



There is an mp4 version
of both books which you

can play in google or
assign for students to
watch and listen to in

google classroom.  This is
the easier version.



The more challenging
version covers the

characteristics of the 3
main types of rocks..



There is a drag and drop
version of the circle map

in this unit.  The
differentiated version
contains only correct

answers.



There are 3 sorting
activities.  This one uses

photos. They all come in a
differentiated version

using color-coding.



This sorting activity uses
picture symbols, and

shows the differentiated
version.



This sorting activity is the
more advanced version

and also comes
differentiated.



There is a simple
experiment with a cookie
and finding minerals that
is also in a digital version.



There are vocabulary
drag and drop activities

to get more practice with
some of the new words in

this unit.



Students  match either
pictures or definitions. 

 The differentiated
versions have color coding

added.



There is a sudoku
puzzle for students to

get more practice with
the new vocabulary. 

 This is the
differentiated version

that uses color.



Because this unit is in
basically 2 levels, there

are 2 sets of close
worksheets.  Each set has

10 questions.  This is a
great review prior to the

assessment.



This is the differentiated
version that uses color.



The assessment includes
10 questions, each with 3
answer choices.  There
are also 2 assessments

depending on the level you
are teaching.



The differentiated
version of the assessment
has the correct answers

already circle with a
dashed line that students

will match.


